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15,000!

Click to open the product page, Lu Yuan saw the price the first time.

His heart sank slightly.

The price is almost twice that of the healing potion.

really expensive.

He looked at the introduction again.

For trainee level genetic warriors, normal speed potions can increase the speed by about

20%, but because each genetic warrior focuses on different aspects, the effect will be
slightly different.

Lu Yuan raised his eyebrows slightly.

His current body of black iron can increase the speed by a small margin. Compared with

the speed type genes that burn normal quality, the difference is not too much.

If it can increase by 20%, it should be comparable to the normal speed type genetic

warrior of the same level, maybe it can be a little stronger.

can be said to be good.

However, ordinary speed fighters are not threatening to Lu Yuan.

Is it really necessary to buy this thing?

Lu Yuan thought for a while, and opened the good speed potion on one side again.

50,000!

Lu Yuan's mouth twitched when he saw the price.
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"These pharmacists are too profitable. A bottle of pharmacy costs 50,000. Can you live

forever if you drink it?"

He spit out a word and saw the effect.

Good medicine can increase by almost 50%.

His eyes lit up: "The increase is not small."

About 50% of a good potion, his speed is pretty good.

Then if there is danger, there should still be hope for escape.

It’s just the price...

Lu Yuan struggled, and finally chose to put it in the shopping cart.

One bottle of good speed medicine is 50000, one bottle of good healing medicine is

30,000, and one bottle of general healing medicine is 8000.

Three bottles of medicine 88000.

Lu Yuan now has only a little over thirty thousand dollars left in his pocket.

He has to save ten thousand to buy a map of the sandstone underground palace.

There are still more than 20,000 available.

Lu Yuan thought about it, and finally chose a defensive potion.

Defense is his strongest point. If he encounters a powerful beast, strengthening the

defense may prevent the opponent from breaking the defense, maybe he has been able to

fight before?

Ordinary defense potions, the price is 10,000, which is lower than the speed potions.

A good potion is about 35,000, which is still very high.

Lu Yuan's current money can't buy good medicine.

He thought for a while and bought two bottles of ordinary defense potions.

In the end, I talked a total of 108,000 and bought five bottles of medicine.



"You have paid and the order will be delivered today."

Lu Yuan smiled at the information that popped up on the page.

In that case, I can catch up with today to take an adventure in the land of origin.

After , Lu Yuan spent another 10,000 yuan to buy the map of the Sandstone Underground

Palace.

After making preparations, Lu Yuan did not go to the Daming Martial Arts Hall to practice

body arts, but stayed at home to absorb the spirit crystals.

After all, this is a slum area, and no one signed him for express delivery.

What if the medicine I bought is not delivered?

That is what he bought almost all his net worth!

In the evening, the express delivery arrived.

The healing potion is light red, the defense potion is light black, and the speed potion is

light cyan. It is packed in a crystal bottle and looks good.

Lu Yuan solemnly placed the three potions in the war pattern space, which could be used

at any time in the future.

time flies.

During one day, Lu Yuan gradually absorbed the spirit crystals very gently, and increased

the tempering degree by 1%.

The current tempering degree has reached 11%.

At eight o'clock in the middle of the night, the light gate in the land of origin was

completely repaired.

Lu Yuan consciousness touched the light gate, and the whole person disappeared in the

simple room and entered the place of origin.

……

The sandstone underground palace, the edge of the land appears out of thin air.



The place where he appeared is exactly where he left the place of origin yesterday.

In the passage, the candle was burning, and the light was a little dim.

After Luyuan appeared, a few stones shot over from the piles of gravel nearby.

At the same time, a black figure in the shadow leaped towards Lu Yuan.

is the little stone man and the black scorpion.

Although Lu Yuan left yesterday, he had already cleaned up the nearby beasts.

But the place of origin is so strange.

There are many fierce beasts, and the entire universe does not know how many races are

in it.

I couldn't kill the fierce beast here no matter how he killed it.

Lu Yuan's figure flashed, avoiding the stone attack, and the long sword in his hand

emerged. Kill the black scorpions one by one.

Then he killed all the little stone people who had condensed and formed.

After putting away the spirit crystal and materials, Lu Yuan left this passage and

continued to go deep into the underground palace.

……

When Luyuan was hunting the beasts, it was not far from the Luyuan Passage.

There is a battle going on.

咻!

The arrow cut through the air and made a harsh sound.

finally penetrated the neck of an elf man.

Blood spurted from the neck of the elf man, dyeing his body red.

He clutched his neck, widened his eyes, and stared at the cat woman not far away.



Jasmine glanced at the elf man who was slowly falling to the ground, her expression
unchanged.

She took out the arrow again and set her eyes on the other person.

The cat swordsman Nishiba is fighting with two elf assault warriors.

Xiye's body style is like flying leaves dancing in the wind, more agile than two elf

warriors.

The violent epee cut suppressed the two elven warriors with a strong sword wind.

The two elven warriors retreated steadily.

On the other side, the fireball in the hands of the cat-man elemental warriors continued

to condense, suppressing an elf guardian warrior and an elf archer holding a longbow.

Seeing the death of his companion, the four elf warriors all roared.

"Damn hunter!"

The three of Xiye were expressionless. As hunters, the anger of the prey could not cause

their mood swings.

"Southern Qi!"

Jasmine snorted, pinched two arrows, and stretched the longbow.

Arrow shot out, shooting at the elf archer from two directions.

Archer Body Art: Double Arrow Art.

The elemental warrior Nan Qi understood, and with a low cry, on the staff, three
consecutive fireballs condensed and shot at the guardian elf warrior.

The guardian elf warrior's pupils shrank, his whole body tensed, and his shield held up.

Boom boom boom!

The fireball exploded on the square shield, and the elf warrior snorted and backed away a

few steps.

The body of the elf archer behind him was also exposed.



Two arrows passed through the elf guardian warrior, turned into streamers, and shot

towards the elf archer.

The beautiful-looking elf archer was shooting an arrow at Nan Qi, and suddenly heard

the sound of breaking through the air.

Her pupils shrank, and she rushed to the side.

An arrow flew over her head, but another arrow pierced her chest.

"what!"

The elf archer let out a scream, and the whole person fell to the ground, blood gushing

and losing his vitality.

"Belle!"

The elven guardian warrior and the other two elven swordsmen had red eyes and roared.

However, with the death of two elven warriors in a row, the other three elven warriors

could not last long with the cooperation of cat hunters.

Within a short period of time, an elf swordsman was pierced by Jasmine's arrow, and
another elf swordsman was slashed across his neck by a Xiye long sword. Then Nan Qi
used a fireball to shake his internal organs to his death.

The three Xiye sighed and glanced at the spoils that had fallen from the ground.

Nan Qi showed a slight smile:

"There are genetic weapons? Two sets of leather armor, not bad. This team seems to be a

bit rewarding."

Xiye picked up everything silently, and smiled lightly:

"Isn't it cheaper for us in the end?"

Jasmine put away the longbow, took out the water bottle and drank, and pursed her

mouth:

"Good luck this time."



"The strength of this team is average, and we don't consume much. Let's continue to hunt
for prey."

Nan Qi waved his staff and smiled.

"Well, let's go."

……

The three cat hunters collected their spoils and set off again.

It didn't take long for them to hear the sound of fighting coming from a distant passage.

The three of them glanced at each other, and made a look at each other.

The three have been together for a long time, UU reading www.uukanshu.com can

understand each other's meaning without having to communicate.

They lowered their footsteps and moved in the direction from the sound of fighting.

Soon, they came to the area where the sound of fighting came from.

Jasmine made a silent gesture at the corner of her mouth and looked out of the corner.

Seeing the battle scene not far away, Jasmine's pupils shrank, revealing a trace of killing
intent.

Not far away, a human warrior was facing the siege of three little stone men and two

black scorpions.

Even if he was besieged, the human warrior still seemed to be at ease.

His whole body skin turned into the color of black iron, wearing simple armor, and his

defense ability was extremely amazing.

Even the black scorpion's poisonous needle can hardly pierce his skin.

His body can even resist Xiaoshiren's fist.

Jasmine was naturally impressed by this human warrior.

is the human who gave her a sword in the stomach yesterday!

As soon as she saw this human being, she felt a dull pain in her stomach.



This made her clench her fists and clench her teeth.

Feeling the abnormality of Jasmine, Xi Ye and Nan Qi looked at each other, and Xi Ye
patted Jasmine lightly.

Jasmine recovered and retracted her body.

"what happened?"

West Leaf asked.

A trace of cold killing intent flashed in Jasmine's eyes, and she whispered:

"It's the guardian human warrior yesterday."

"It's him?!"

Nan Qi suddenly smiled.

"Unexpectedly, I ran into him again?!"

Nishiye also blinked, and clenched the long sword tightly:

"Is he alone?"

"Well, he is alone."

"Then kill him!"
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